Territorial transformations in the Alps...

New ideas, new solutions, new activities has been proposed by new highlanders
New highlanders

They are CONSCIOUS OF the potential, sometimes unexpressed, of mountain territories. They invest in their new life and surroundings, in many cases they become "care takers" of the mountains and guardians of the socio and territorial biodiversity.
Many people are positive about living in mountain areas. They return from big metropolises or they are newcomers to the mountain areas.
Old villages requalified in Susa Valley - A direct link exists between territorial capital of mountain areas and focus, desires and needs expressed by people who move in mountain
OLD VILLAGE: LE TRUNE (Chiomonte, Susa Valley)

LE TRUNE

827 slm - 940 m² - 15 unità
The Project of the new highlanders

ECO-VILLAGE “LE TRUNE”

- A-B-C: ostello
- D: abitazioni
- E: terme
- F-G: casa dell’acqua
- L: biblioteca
- M-N: abitazioni
- O: bagni

- Piazza del Tao
- Piazza dell’auditorium
Farm and trekking - EQUITREK (Bardonecchia, Susa Valley)
Clima hotel LOU PITAVIN (Maira Valley, Piedmont Region)
Policies for new models of development

Concrete actions through territorial planning
Thank you for your attention!

federica.corrado@polito.it